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That pressure which is neither the prompting of
his own nature, nor a temptation of an imaginary devil,
is natural, not to the man but to the vehicle which he is
using ; its desire is natural and right for it, but harmful
to the man. Hence it is necessary that he should resist
it. It ought to be rather humiliating to allow himself
to be defeated or to be used as a tool by something which
is not even a mineral yet. But if he does so resist, if he
declines to yield himself to the feelings suggested to him
and to gratify the lower desires, he gradually changes the
astral elemental essence within him and builds quite a
•different creature—a different entity—because the coarse
particles within him which need those gross vibrations
become apathetic for lack of nourishment, and eventually
atrophy and fall oat from his astral body, and are
replaced by other, higher and finer particles, whose
natural wave-rate is more nearly in accordance with
that which the man habitually permits within his astral
body.
This gives the reason for what are called prompt-
ings of the lower nature during life. If the man yields
himself to them, such promptings grow stronger and
stronger until at last he feels as though he could not
resist them, and identifies himself with them—which is
exactly what this curious half-life in the particles of the
astral body wants him to do. But if he controls his
-desires and lives the Theosophical life, he will close his
present incarnation with a very much better type of
desire-elemental than what he brought with him at
birth, and will consequently commence his new incarnation
with a much finer type of that elemental. The astral
.elemental also plays an important part in the life of a man
just after death, as described in Chapter VI.

